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	Nanomaterials for Application in Medicine and Biology (NATO Science for Peace and Security Series B: Physics and Biophysics), 9781402068287 (140206828X), Springer, 2008

	This volume contains research reports presented during the NATO Advanced

	Research Workshop (ARW) “Materials for Application in Medicine and

	Biology” held in Bonn, Germany, from October 4 to 6, 2006 at the center

	of advanced european studies and research (caesar).





	The application of nanomaterials in medicine and biology can be understood

	as the gathering and use of our current knowledge on nanoscale features of biological

	systems in order to learn how to design nanodevices for biomedical uses.

	The success of this approach, known as nano-engineering, will allow scientists

	to devise strategies for the design and construction of nanodevices to be used in

	clinical trials (diagnosis and therapeutic monitoring), as well as to develop

	products with potential applications in regenerative medicine.





	One goal of this conference was to bring together researchers from Eastern

	and Western countries, offering them a platform to meet and discuss results of

	their research work. Thus, the aim of this conference was not only to present the

	advancements in research achieved during the past years, but it had also been

	conceived as a concerted European effort where expertise, technologies, and

	ideas were broadly shared to accelerate this progress. The conference provided

	an interactive forum with more than 100 participants from 15 countries.
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Mathletics: How Gamblers, Managers, and Sports Enthusiasts Use Mathematics in Baseball, Basketball, and FootballPrinceton Press, 2009
If you have picked up this book you surely love sports and you probably like math. You may have read Michael Lewis’s great book Moneyball, which describes how the Oakland A’s used mathematical analysis to help them compete successfully with the New York Yankees even though the average annual payroll for the A’s is less than 40...

		

Latest Thoughts on Ground Improvement Techniques (Sustainable Civil Infrastructures)Springer, 2018

	The volume contains research studies that cover a wide range of topics related to ground improvement and subsurface structures. This selection of papers represents the state-of-the-art in the analysis and design of different techniques of the ground improvement and deep mixing techniques. It provides engineers and researchers with an update on...

		

Grid Computing: The New Frontier of High Performance Computing, Volume 14 (Advances in Parallel Computing)Elsevier Limited, 2005
The book deals with the most recent technology of distributed computing.

As Internet continues to grow and provide practical connectivity between users of computers it has become possible to consider use of computing resources which are far apart and connected by Wide Area Networks.
Instead of using only local computing power it has...




	

Electromagnetic Waves, Materials, and Computation with MATLAB®CRC Press, 2011

	
		Readily available commercial software enables engineers and students to perform routine calculations and design without necessarily having a sufficient conceptual understanding of the anticipated solution. The software is so user-friendly that it usually produces a beautiful colored visualization of that solution, often camouflaging...



		

BlackBerry in a Snap (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2005
Wish your BlackBerry 7100 had come with a little more meat in the owner's manual? BlackBerry 7100 In a Snap is your wish come true. This task-oriented guide goes well beyond the BlackBerry 7100 owner's manual and guides you through its devices using practical usage scenarios. Jump in anywhere, and...


		

MCAD/MCSD Visual Basic .NET Certification All-in-One Exam GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2003
All-in-One is all you need! This authoritative reference offers complete coverage of all material on MCAD/MCSD Visual Basic .NET certification exams 70-305, 70-306, and 70-310. You'll find exam objectives at the beginning of each chapter, helpful exam tips, end-of-chapter practice questions, and photographs and illustrations. The bonus CD-ROM...
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